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Saturday 31 October 2020 via Zoom 
AGENDA 

	
	

 

 

Chairperson                  Joy Connor 

Welcome 

Acknowledgment of country & expression of awareness & respect for traditional 
owners 

Apologies 

Acceptance of Minutes of the 2019 AGM 

Presentation of the 2020 Annual Report                                             Joy Connor 

Acceptance of 2020 Annual Report 

Presentation of 2020 Annual Financial Report                              Laurie Brackenreg 

Acceptance of 2020 Annual Financial Report 

Election of Office Bearers – all positions declared vacant              Susie van Opdorp    
                                                                                        

Set membership subscription for 2020-2021 

Vote of thanks to outgoing officers     Joy Connor 

Presentation to Ocean 12 Manager      
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Minutes of the Blue Mountains Refugee Support Group Inc 

Annual General Meeting 
Springwood Uniting Church 

2pm Saturday 2 November 2019 
 
Welcome 
 
Mary Waterford gave a Welcome to Country & acknowledged the Aboriginal 
custodians of the land on behalf of Aunty Carol Cooper & Jacinta Tobin. 
 
Joy Connor welcomed the BMCC Mayor, Mark Greenhill & guest speakers  
Clavenda Bockarie & Dorothy Hoddinott. 
 
Attendance 
 
Christine Mifsud, Shirley Symons, Guy Power, Judy Lynch, Grant Medaris, Suzie van 
Opdorp, Joy Connor, John Connor, Julie Brackenreg, Laurie Brackenreg, Kathie 
Herbert, Penny Park, Robyn Reichel, Jean Winston, George Winston, Denise 
Thorpe, Roger Grealy, Susan Lammiman, Marion Davie, Julie Martin, Marie 
McInnes, Kim Shaddick, Katharine McNamara, Susan Templeman, Pam Fitzpatrick, 
Jim Fitzpatrick, Nesmatuuam Noori, Anne Henderson, Brendan Doyle, Eunice 
Goodberg, Marie Standen, Jude Finch, Mary Waterford, Sulojana Nadarajah, 
Noelene Nagle, Pat Rayner, Clavenda Bockerie, Dorothy Hoddinott, Louise 
Redmond, Leona Keiran, Jan Clarence, Stephen White, Patricia Jennings, Kate 
Blakeney, Mike Blakeney, Geoff Lattimore, Sue Lattimore, Mark Greenhill, Jane 
McQueen, Poul Erik Hvidkjaer,  
 
 
Apologies 
 
Trish Doyle, Hal Ginges, Pat Cavanagh, Neil Sagewood, Greg Bull, Sheila Quonoey 
Anne-Marie Clifton, Judy Reynolds, Jackie Mayers, Kerry Brown, Mary Cameron.  
 
Presentation 2018 AGM minutes                                                            Joy Connor 
 
Acceptance 2018 AGM minutes       Roger Grealy/Mike 
Blakeney/Unanimous  
 
Presentation 2019 Annual Report                                Joy Connor 
 
Acceptance of 2019 Annual Report Kathie Herbert/George 
Winston/Unanimous 
 
Presentation of 2019 Financial Report          Laurie 
Breckenreg 
 
Acceptance of 2019 Financial Report          Julie Martin/Mike Blakeney/Unanimous 
 
Election of Office Bearers                                                                Suzi van Opdorp 
 
All positions declared vacant.  New office bearers for 2019/2020 are: 
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Chairperson Joy Connor,  Deputy Chairperson Kathie Herbert, Secretary Jane 
McQueen,  Assistant Secretary Julie Martin, Treasurer Laurie Breckenreg.   
 
Committee members – Denise Thorpe, Anne Henderson, Hal Ginges, Brendan 
Doyle, George Winston, Roger Grealy, Senthil Kassianan 
 
Special Motion 
 
That BMRSG Inc supports The 2017 Uluru Statement from the Heart and that the 
incoming committee is requested to consider ways in which such support can be 
expressed publicly.  
 
Public expression should include a statement of support on our website and 
letterhead.                            Julie Martin/Denise Thorpe/Unanimous 
 
 
Membership 
 
The memberships subscription rate to remain @ $20 per person, $10 concession. 

         Julie Martin/PatRayner/Unanimous 
 
Guest Speakers 
 
i)  Clavenda Bockerie  
 
ii)  Dorothy Hoddinott 
 
Meeting closed @ 3.50pm 
 
 
Jane McQueen 9 November 2019   
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Annual Report 2019-2020 
 

Chairpersons Report 
 
“Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter.“ Martin 
Luther King 

 
2019 -2020 brought us fire, flood and pestilence and the pestilence still hasn’t left 
town. It seems that the hard times just won’t leave us alone. Big community events 
for raising money and getting together have been cancelled. The inhumanity of the 
federal government’s withdrawal of support for medical evacuees from offshore 
detention and the refusal of Centrelink for newly unemployed people-seeking asylum, 
has meant that people are needing assistance from BMRSG, often for the first time. 
 
They say that when times are tough the tough get going and this has certainly been 
true with the volunteers and supporters of BMRSG.  Our secretary and treasurer, our 
fundraisers and donors, our teams like media, visiting and cars have kept the wheels 
turning. Zoom meetings have become the norm, volunteers have worked hard at new 
skills and even put a raffle and auction online. 
 
Generous donations in response to requests via letters and social media has meant 
that we have been able to help keep a roof over people’s heads and food on the 
table. The need doubled, so did the donations! Asylum seekers have kept helping 
each other. 
 
The Tibetan Community set us an example of resourcefulness when they celebrated 
the Dali Lamas birthday by caring for the bush instead of their usual indoor 
ceremonies. Noeline’s walking group for Tamil refugees in Western Sydney, and the 
marvelous Ocean 12 cricket team have helped keep a smile on many faces. 
 
Because we believe that “our lives begin to end when we become silent about the 
things that matter”, we have joined with other groups in reminding our politicians, of 
all persuasions that it is the government’s job to provide a safety net for anyone out 
of work during the pandemic.  Our influence has been extended by the effectiveness 
of our social media platforms. What keeps hope alive? When we see refugee groups, 
unions, churches, mosques, temples, ethnic organizations, community groups and 
councils come together to work for compassionate solutions for anyone excluded 
during COVID. When the Bill Banning Phones in Detention is stopped, when the 
NSW state government provides one off grants for the destitute and Liberal MPs and 
Senators approach the Federal Minister for Social Services to follow suit. 
 
We would like to thank those who generously donated money, goods and skills to 
help people survive. Everyone from visitors who have kept in contact by phone 
photos and text, to people who have done the admin, all have given so much. 
 
Thanks to those on our committee retiring this year. George Winston, our hero for 18 
years, an amazing fund raiser.  Denise Thorpe who managed furniture collection and 
distribution,then phones and computers with calm efficiency.  Hal Ginges who kept 
our ship stable as Chairperson and continues to provide legal help for refugees, and 
Anne Henderson who has managed the difficult task of co-ordinating Villawood 
visiting, being our representative on a state and national networks and heading up 
the Refugee Support Sub Committee. All of you will be sorely missed. 
 
Joy Connor, Chairperson  
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Fundraising Report For 2019/20 
 
How much money did BMRSG raise this year? 
 
Report from the Treasurer 
 
 
Donations 

 
General  

  
$ 86,000 

 Appeals (March)  $ 53,000 
 All other   $ 7,000 
Membership   $  4,000 
Trivia   $  2,000 
Grants received   $  19,000 
Raffle   $  4,000 
All other   $   2,000 
 
Total   

$177,000 
 

 
 

Events in second half of 2019: 6 concerts, 1 bush dance, 1 trivia night.  
First half of 2020 – no events 

 
The fundraising team performed brilliantly in 2019. Once the pandemic took hold we 
had to abandon events and conventional raffles. However, our donors rallied 
magnificently and contributed $46,000 in response to the March mail appeal. 
 
Judy Pinn and Mary Batty have withdrawn from the team. Rashid is also withdrawing 
from supporting raffles and mail appeals. 
 
My sincere thanks to the team for its hard work and wonderful performance. 
 
 
George Winston  
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Volunteer Visitors Report 
 
This year saw the establishment of a Refugee Support Subcommittee to streamline 
the processes of assessing referrals, supporting volunteer visitors, reviewing support 
arrangements and monitoring the equitable distribution of practical and financial 
support.  This subcommittee works closely with the Finance Subcommittee and 
includes experienced community visitors as well as BMRSG management members. 
 
A decision was made not to take on new referrals during the height of the 
restrictions, although referrals were always assessed on a case by case basis.  
Priority was often given to people who had been supported in previous years, had 
been managing well but had their circumstances drastically changed during the 
pandemic.  Most situations are reviewed every three months and support levels often 
need to be increased.  
 
Community Visitors 
 
The volunteer visiting program was severely curtailed by the onset of restrictions 
early in 2020.  Where visits had been in person and quite regular previously, these 
had to shift to phone contact and support.  Many people received regular financial 
transfers and others received regular gift cards by post for use at the major 
supermarkets. 
 
Many of the people being supported lost employment, faced homelessness and a 
lack of income support during this year.  Advocacy work from visitors with real estate 
agents and utility companies increased and often the amount of financial support had 
to be increased to prevent destitution.   
 
Visitor meetings continued on a regular basis using online technology and this has 
been an important aspect of our work. Maintaining moral and staying hopeful has 
often been more difficult for our volunteers during 2020 and the committee has tried 
to ensure that support continues to be provided to this team. 
 
Villawood Visitors 
 
The volunteer visitors provided Christmas gift packages to approximately 20 
detainees in the Villawood Detention Centre.  These include toiletries and items of 
clothing. 
 
The weekly visits had to be suspended in March 2020 when the Centre was closed 
to all visitors.  This included legal visits and monitoring by Red Cross. 
Visitors arranged a roster to maintain regular contact with the men who were usually 
visited each week by the team.  This contact was made by phone calls, social media, 
sending birthday cards and posted notes to keep in touch. 
 
The winter clothing project was able to be maintained using online shopping and 
delivery through the reception at Villawood. 
 
As mentioned with the Community Visitors, maintaining a positive and hopeful 
engagement with detainees has been an issue during 2020 as the effect on morale 
of no personal contact with family and friends has taken a toll. 
 
Anne Henderson 
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Letter Writing Group 
 
The BMRSG Letter Writing Group had a small but dedicated group of members who, 
pre COVID, met monthly to discuss priority issues concerning the government’s 
policies and treatment of refugees and asylum seekers. Our agenda generally 
involved sharing letters that had been sent and received and discussing what issues 
deserved our time and who needed to be targeted. 
 
 I have joined the ARAN Letter Writing Network which meets via Zoom once a month. 
This network has members in Victoria, NSW and the ACT and it serves to coordinate 
our efforts and hopefully add some political weight to our voices. Since becoming 
part of the ARAN Network, we focused on issues that were ARAN priorities and 
followed their lead - Medevac; the Prohibited Items Bill; Income Support; time spent 
in detention and its moral and financial cost; those still lingering in offshore detention; 
the Biloela family still on Christmas Island; the NZ option for resettlement and, more 
recently, the benefits of community detention over less COVID safe alternatives - are 
all important issues that we have written to politicians and newspapers about. 
 
Since COVID our meetings have become more sporadic. The stress of coping with 
potential health issues has seen membership drop off as other priorities take over. 
Zoom meetings were difficult to arrange so contact now is by email. However, 
existing membership remains committed and hopefully occasional letters printed in 
the newsletter have been copied and sent by our broader membership. The success 
of this approach is difficult to gauge but the aim is to make it easier for busy people 
to register their concerns.  
 
Our local member, Susan Templeman, is very supportive of the group and does her 
best within the confines of the ALP to promote a more humane approach to refugees 
and asylum seekers. She has answered questions for us on government policy and 
has stressed the importance of letter writing as a way to keep the issues current. I 
ensure that she is kept informed of our focus areas. 
 
Hopefully next year will see us renew our regular monthly meetings but, in the 
meantime, we will continue to connect via email and keep up to date on current 
issues and maybe be instrumental in affecting some change in policy and attitudes 
towards refugees and asylum seekers. 
 
Judy Reynolds 
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The Youth Shoebox Project 
 
The Youth Shoebox project will be in its sixth year in 2020. It’s a collaborative, feel-
good project with schools, youth services and community organisations in the 
mountains and the nearby plains. It is a project by young people for young people, 
originally imagined by two inspiring young women from Winmalee High School. The 
project offers the chance to welcome and support children from families seeking 
refuge and asylum, who might otherwise have a very lean Christmas. Working 
together with our partner, disability provider Able2, we had a record year collecting 
and distributing 369 boxes to refugee families in Western Sydney and the Mountains 
in 2019. This makes a fantastic grand total of 1098 boxes since we began.  
 
Each year we witness what a huge difference the boxes can make to the lives of both 
giver and receiver. Watching the joy on someone’s face as they open a shoebox can 
be a very uplifting experience. The message of welcome alone, can have a powerful 
effect on someone who has experienced so much and is often the most treasured 
item in the box. A connection that may be needed this year more than ever.  
 
All contributions are welcome, big and small, whether it’s a completed box, a single 
item, a message, some wrapping paper or a donation towards these.   We know we 
can count on a willing army of members and community visitors when it comes to 
covering, collecting, checking and finally distributing the boxes around Sydney and 
the Mountains in the run up to Christmas.    
  
If you would like to be involved or for further information see our Facebook page: 
Youth Shoebox Project, contact jackie@bmrsg.org.au  or sue@able2.net.au  
 
Jackie Mayers 
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Social Media & Communications Report 2020 
 
BMRSG’s social media adapted to the challenges of communicating during COVID 
19. We continued to work across the different platforms to provide a consistent 
message to the various groups who get their news from our fortnightly Newsletter, 
our Facebook page, Instagram @bmrefugee, Twitter @BMRSG1 and Website 
http://www.bmrsg.org.au/ ,to promote our online events, send out calls for action, and 
inform.  
 
Our Subcommittee was set up in August 2019 to be a link with the Management 
Committee, provide editorial assistance, act as a sounding board and advise where 
appropriate. Work is ongoing led by Pat in upgrading our website. We would 
especially like to acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Kim Brislane our on-line 
fundraising consultant in this work. 
 
For many of our 3700 followers on Facebook and on Twitter we provide a news 
service on issues relevant to refugees, as many rely on social media for their news. 
People also access Facebook and Twitter to keep up to date with events, the work of 
BMRSG, current campaigns, writing to politicians, how to be involved and contact 
BMRSG through Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.  

BMRSG promoted Refugee Week 2020 on all our platforms by promoting local and 
national events and live streaming the “Blue Mountains Welcome Way” on World 
Refugee Day 2020. Photos and videos were posted on all platforms as they 
happened and we set up a Blue Mountains Refugee Support Group YouTube 
Channel to showcase these videos.  The Facebook posts reached more than 5600, 
and were shared by over 60. The Stop the Boats musical clip was viewed 1922 
times.  Our following on Instagram and Facebook increased. Photos and videos can 
be viewed on our website https://www.bmrsg.org.au/  

BMRSG has established a relationship with students from Penrith Senior High 
School, Kindlehill Steiner School and Nepean Creative and Performing Arts High 
School using Instagram with help from our new member Cate Caldwell.  Many 
students are now following our posts. 

Due to COVID our major fundraising events, the Raffle and Auction went online.   We 
ran a special GiveNow campaign for Basic Assistance for refugees and several 
reported events triggered people’s generosity. Over $14,000 was raised directly via 
social media, not including the donations in kind of things like of phones and lap- 
tops for refugees.  We put out the Newsletter twice a month to 865 supporters. 
Thanks are due to volunteers who have updated some of the Website content, to 
Craig Small from Small Web Development who provides ongoing technical help and 
is ever available for problem-solving, and Michael Lam from Cornerstone Digital for 
his technical support. 
 
We keep in contact with other advocacy groups via social media and respond to 
requests from like-minded groups to promote relevant issues, petitions, stories etc. 
Social media is also a key aspect of the work of the Education/Advocacy Group. 
 
Pat Rayner, Brendan Doyle, Mo Sabapathy, Joy Connor 
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COMPUTERS & PHONES 
 
In the last year we have supplied donated laptops and smart phones to a variety of 
people. They have gone to people in detention and people living within the 
community.  In the Covid19 home schooling era, we have also supplied laptops to 
school aged and adult students.  
 
Altogether In the last financial year Blue Mountains Refugee Support Group  supplied 
around 15 laptops and about 25 phones to refugees and people seeking asylum 

Merren Dargan is now taking on the role of collecting and distributing laptops.  I will 
be assisting with Macs, and will be collecting and distributing smart phones .  
 
We ask that donated devices be five or less year's old and in good working order. 
 
We would like to thank all those who have donated to this very worthwhile project. 
 
Robert Foster 
 
 
Cars for Refugees  
 
This program has processed about 40 cars in the 2-3  years that it has been running. 
It links up generous donors with refugees who are in need of transport.   
 
Sometimes the cars are given to me and I find a suitable recipient. At other times, the 
cars are delivered to Blaxland High School to the Automotive Studies teacher Mr 
Shaun Halden. 
 
Mr Halden and his students have worked on about 10 of the donated cars - some get 
just a basic service, while others require spare parts and many hours of work to 
make them roadworthy.  
 
BMRSG has always paid for any spare parts that the Automotive Studies students 
need. About 35 cars have been of long term value to refugees, while about half a 
dozen have been beyond repair and have eventually been to a wrecker.  
 
One car that was too difficult and expensive to repair was given to a refugee and his 
friend who have started a small business dismantling old cars, and selling any spare 
parts they can rescue.  
 
The scheme has entered a quiet period in the last few months as Mr Halden has 
been given extra duties at school and does not have the time required to repair cars. 
 
He will continue his Automotive Studies class on a reduced scale in 2021.  
 
We are always looking for cars so if you or anyone you know has a car they no 
longer need please contact me at rgrealy77@bigpond.com.  
 
We always have refugees waiting for cars and we have someone who is happy to 
pick up old cars and take them to his workshop for dismantling.  
 
Roger Grealy  
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Employment 
 
A year like no other. 
 
For the first time no employment outcomes were achieved. Partly because of the 
impact of Covid19 and time out as a result of personal illness. 
 
Efforts continued throughout the year to provide assistance to refugees and people 
seeking asylum to access employment. This involvement covered the preparation 
and updating of resumes; job search activities and canvassing of employers. 
 
Four employers made approaches to source workers. One resulted in an interview 
and job offer which was declined by the applicant. The other employers were initially 
interested, but declined to proceed when they learnt that they would not receive any 
Commonwealth subsidies or incentive payments. 
 
Time was also spent assisting men and women survive the vagaries of the refugee 
experience – for example, loss of employment or accommodation. The group 
assisted here with funds for extra training, for laptops or to search out temporary 
accommodation. 
 
 
Grant Medaris 
 
 
 
 
Events Report 
 
There have been no events held this past calendar year. 
 
We had a few guest speakers organised but we had to cancel due to Covid-19. 
 
Roger Grealy  
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Working on English Skills 
 
One of the most valuable gifts that our volunteer Community Visitors bring to the 
refugees and asylum seekers they visit, as well as ongoing friendship, is helping 
them with their English language skills.  By discussing matters in English, helping to 
read notices or fill in forms or solving problems together, they are building people’s 
confidence to speak and understand the language they will need to use, whether it’s 
for everyday life, to find work or further their education. 
 
Likewise, volunteers who regularly visit Villawood Detention Centre try to create a 
friendly, relaxed atmosphere as far as possible by engaging detainees in casual 
conversation, or discussing everyday concerns. They have also delivered useful text 
books for individual reading and study. 
 
BMRSG is also fortunate to have members who are trained English language 
teachers. Over the past year some of them have tutored individuals or small groups, 
adults or school-age children.  Most have travelled to western Sydney to do this in 
people's homes and sometimes in libraries. Others have worked with the Tibetan 
community in Katoomba.  
 
Of course all this came to a halt with the arrival of the pandemic, and face-to-face 
visiting ceased. Noeline Nagle, however, who had started a Tamil Women’s weekend 
walking and chatting group, came up with a way around it. Her comment: 
“The women at the walking group were reluctant to speak English...lack of 
confidence mainly. I decided I would ask for volunteers from BMRSG to take one-on-
one conversation classes online...using Zoom or Facetime. I found six wonderful 
volunteers who made six Tamil asylum seekers happy. One of the volunteers also 
comes to the walking group. The women involved all have children and so it also 
helps them converse in English with their children. All very positive and another way 
the amazing folk from BMRSG rally to the cause.” 
Indeed. 
 
 
 
Brendan Doyle 
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Education and Advocacy Report  
 
Video and Poster Competition- has raised awareness of the refugee issue within 
our local schools. Due to Covid-19 and the cancellation of the RAR conference which 
it was part of, the response to the competition was not as good as expected. Guy 
Powers managed local school contacts and the quality and passion of the entries 
was admirable. The entries will be on social media  
 
Sector Networks- BMRSG is represented on most of the sector agencies and 
organizations; this is vital for providing us with up to date and reliable information and 
also gives us a voice at the table. These include Sydney Alliance, RAR, ARAN, 
ASRC, ASI, and BMIA. 
 
Letter Writing- BMRSG has sent official letters to relevant politicians, departments 
and organizations on critical issues including conditions in detention, Medieval, the 
problematic visa system and advocacy for individual asylum seekers. We have been 
successful in getting letters published in newspapers this year and had a big win with 
the defeat of the Migration Amendment (Prohibiting Items in Immigration Detention 
Facilities) Bill 2020. (Phone Bill) 
Submissions- BMRSG lodged submissions on the above bill and Medevac. 
Social Media- Is a great education tool. We have over 4,000 followers on Face Book 
and information on current and important stories, campaigns and issues are covered. 
Pat Rayner does an amazing job on Twitter and Face Book daily. 
 
Positive Stories- We make sure that we provide a balance of positive stories. Here 
are some of the highlights of 2020: 

• Our Mayor Mark Greenhill joined the Mayoral Task Force in Support of 
Asylum Seekers. This is an organisation of 32 councils who are lobbying for 
better support of refugees and those who are seeking asylum. 

• Oceans 12 Tamil Cricket Team has been getting some very positive media 
for their great achievements. 
https://www.facebook.com/BlueMountainsRefugeeSupportGroup/posts/33521
33771490322 

• Behrouz Boochani was granted Refugee status in New Zealand 
• Noeline Nagle won RAR’s Unsung Hero Award for August 
• Marie Standen received an OAM for her Refugee work 
• BMRSG’s Refugee Week contribution of a Virtual Welcome Way continues to 

get traction and has now has 5,200 views.   
• We are closely involved with the Blue Mountains Tibetan Community and 

through Sydney Alliance and ASI we meet with those with lived refugee 
experience. 

• We have been able to provide information to our local federal member of the 
first-hand experiences with issues within immigration detention and refugees 
and seekers of asylum living in our community. 
 

Conclusion- This year has been very challenging.  We have witnessed greatly 
increased hardship among our refugees coupled with an increased harshness and 
cruelty of government policy. Still we remain strong and defiant in our advocacy role 
to make a positive change and support those who have come to our shores seeking 
our protection, friendship and help. Thank you to all at BMRSG. We shall 
overcome. 
 
Kathie	Herbert	
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Legal Report 2020 
 
Although we are not primarily a legal services provider, we have access to 
assistance from barristers and solicitors at reduced or no fees, as well as the work of 
our colleague, Dr Graeme Swincer OAM, who researches the conditions in countries 
to which asylum seekers may be returned.    
This year we have taken a more active role in providing legal advice and 
representation to refugees and asylum seekers.    Our support has taken the 
following forms: 
 

1. General advice. 

We have been called upon to provide advice to clients who are facing criminal 
charges, or who are engaged in domestic disputes or disputes with landlords, utility 
services and government authorities.    With criminal matters we have attended upon 
persons in custody or in detention and made referrals to Legal Aid NSW.   With civil 
matters we have made representations for compassionate reassessment of 
expenses and assisted in settling personal differences. 
 

2. Visa applications. 

In 2019 we contributed half the legal fees for asylum seekers who were required to 
complete complicated applications for visa extensions at short notice.     This year, 
with the closure of the borders, the Federal government cannot return expired visa 
holders overseas and cannot accommodate them in detention centres.    Once the 
borders reopen we anticipate there will be renewed pressure on the 30,000 or so 
who have overstayed their return dates, and that we will then be called upon again to 
contribute to the legal fees or undertake the work ourselves. 
 

3. Migration Law. 

We are currently assisting several asylum seekers who have had applications before 
the Courts for the overturning of decisions to refuse them visas.   These include: 

a) Two Sri Lankan families and a single man with cases presently underway 
before the Federal Circuit Court in Sydney and in Melbourne;     

b) A stateless man who is contesting a finding that he has a ‘receiving country’ 
and who, therefore, has not been accepted as a refugee in Australia;   

c) An Iranian family and a Sri Lankan man whose court avenues have been 
exhausted, and for whom we are making representation to the Minister to 
exercise his discretion in their favour.     

We are always looking for lawyers with an interest in this area of work and would 
welcome any assistance that might be offered.   
 
Dr Hal Ginges 
Honorary Solicitor,  
BMRSG Inc.    
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Treasurer’s Report for Financial Year Ending June 30th, 2020 
 
The Financial Year began again with a solid brought forward position from the 
previous year, but it wasn’t long before the expected demands upon our support 
services became evident again proving the worth of our dedicated Fundraising Team 
and donors!.  
 
In the struggle facing the survival of our refugees, continued political resistance to 
change was not aided by drought, fire and floods. However, the impact of COVID19 
had a substantial impact upon the demands for our services.  So much so that we felt 
obliged in the end to support sister organisations to address both our own 
incapacities, as well as the desperate refugee need as the pandemic bit deeper 
towards May/June 2020.  
  
There are no employee remuneration expenses as BMRSG is an entirely voluntary 
organization, but it is pleasing to note that membership contributions covered 
administration expenses for the year. Our insurances are up to date going into the 
New Year. 
 
The Management Committee is aware that the New Year continues to be of concern 
regarding the increasing pandemic-driven need for both food & rent support and we 
will keep the membership informed. 
 
My thanks go again to the Finance Sub-committee: - Julie Martin, Senthil Kasiannan 
and continuing founding BMRSG member, Marie Standen for their consistent 
wisdom, especially with refugee expenditure assessments. And to the Membership 
Secretary, Eunice Goodberg, for tireless data searching & entry efforts. All are a 
magnificent help and demonstrate great compassion for those whom we serve. 
 
An independent Audit Statement will accompany the full year Financial Reports. 
 
L Brackenreg  
Treasurer  
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#Amounts less than $1,000 show as 0% on the pie chart. Refugee Support Clothing actually 
was $841.50 and Swimming $170  
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